
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of emergency management
specialist. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the
list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for emergency management specialist

Develop a POA&M assigning contract resources with metrics that deliver and
sustain an integrated EP and AT program complying with NGA directed
program elements
Develop and implement a multi-year TT&E plan, linked to compliance with
NGA requirements and metrics, in support of the EM Division
Identify all NGA compliance elements within directives, policy, and provide
insight into government and industry -œbest practices-� / industry standards
governing EM (to include CBRNE) and AT planning
Establish and maintain a foundational level EM (to include CBRNE) and AT
process based on best practices
Maintain site Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) to support EM Division
Monthly Metrics reflecting individual site status of program strengths and
planning review and leadership support to EM (to include CBRNE) and AT
planning, an Agency aggregate metric, and crisis management organization-
focused metrics
Create, maintain and continuously evaluate and improve Standard Operating
Procedure(s)
Maintain, update and report periodic metrics as required to the COTR
Assess readiness response, internal and external compliance, and EM (to
include CBRNE) and AT programs at the site level, including development of
after action reports and corrective action plans
Develop and maintain EM (to include CBRNE) and AT program

Example of Emergency Management Specialist Job
Description
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Develop, maintain and archive Records Management files in coordination with
COTR

Qualifications for emergency management specialist

Forms part of team that ensures competence of works emergency structure
and Area Emergency Structure
Performs the role of tactical/ strategic commander as part of the Incident
management system during incidents and supplement operational personnel
during major incidents
Plan coordinate and execution of works and community emergency exrecises
Liaise with non govermental orginisations.Involvement in all projects and act
as consultants during the projects regarding fire engineering requirements
Play a leading role during fire investigations as subject matter experts
Partake in risk studies PHA, PSSR and Hazops.Facilitates non process risk
studies


